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A book/CD-ROM package showing how to develop fully functional e-business solutions using a
knowledge of RPG and Web facilities already included in AS/400, without learning Java, Visual
Basic, Perl, or Visual RPG. Contains chapters on an introduction to HTML, JavaScript, CGI
programming, the AS/400 HTTP server, reading input from a browser, and HTTP service
programs. Includes many reference appendices. The CD- ROM contains source code for book
examples. Stone is a Web administrator. Annotation c. Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
(booknews.com)

About the AuthorBradley V. Stone has been programming since the age of eight, when a TRS-80
Color Computer showed up at his house one Christmas. He has been programming on the
AS/400 since 1993 and has created many Web-based applications using the AS/400 and RPG.
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Don Griffin, “e-RPG covers all the bases. Brad's book does a very good job of explaining all of
the steps required to turn your AS/400 into a Web Server. The HTML, JavaScript and HTTP
sections will help you build a good foundation. The real meat of the book deals with RPG and
the HTTP APIs. The Subprocedures provided by the author really make coding your own
programs a snap.  I've already flagged a few pages and will keep this book within reach.”

J. Endres, “Will have you coding E-RPG in a few short Weeks. I have been a straight forward
RPG III, RPG IV, and RPG IV(ILE) on the AS400 since 1989. I have NEVER looked at HTML
code till I pick up this Book (Sept 18 2000) and Now I have a basic foundation for writing my own
in-house Web Appellations for the company I work for. His Book is straight forward and easy to
read and understand. We do not have a AS400 system Admin and I did not have any problems.
But if you really want to get hot and heavy in to it, after you read this book pick up a good HTML
and JavaScript book. All in all a very good book. I would recommend this book to any RPG
programmer.”

Grampa Jim, “Great source for AS400 CGI programming assistance. This is an outstanding
book and I heartedly recommend it to any RPG programmer wanting to enter the "e" world. Mr.
Stone presents the CGI programming concepts in an interesting and clear manner. The
programming exercises and examples add considerable understanding to the whole process.
The sections an configuration requirements and other helpful programming suggestions
complete a well thought out and worthwhile effort. I have invested hundreds of dollars in books
that promise a lot and deliver little.  This one is well worth the money. BUY IT!!!”

Lindsey, “Great book!. Well written and easy to follow. Covers the subject in enough detail that
one can easily follow along. This book delivers!”

David Mosley, “Exceptional book for learning CGI concepts for from Ground 0. My company was
already usng Net.Data logic, so we purchased this book, to learn the CGI-RPGLE concepts.
And this book is exceptionally helpful, for learning CGI-RPG (e-RPG) programming. This book is
very helpful with CGI-API explantions and also provides sample source. Along with provide
programming explanations, he also provides HTTP configurations.  Koodoos to  you Brad.”

R. Knechtel, “Great first book on the subject. Way back when Brad was writing this book he
asked me to help him with the code examples that are included. This book covers doing things
with RPG IBM said couldn't be done. They tried to tell us we couldn't use the web 'C' api's unless
we used 'C'. Many RPG programmers proved them wrong. We were able to take RPG and use it
as a CGI program and MORE. Brad does an excellent job of bringing this concept to the masses.
Any old time RPG'ers out there that want to get their feet wet in web enabling RPG should read



this book. Brad makes it easy to understand and the code examples give you a good starting
point. I bought this book back when Midrange Computing still existed.”

Giorgio M., “ottimo libro. buona lettura”

The book by Deyi Li has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 39 people have provided feedback.
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